Abstract
Introduction
Components come in a variety of formats, designs and implementations. Components can be designed to work together or they can be obtained from very different sources. This influences greatly the amount and kind of composition work that is to be done. Two different approaches can be taken in this context. One view is that component composition should not be attempted when components are not specifically designed to work together.
The other view -also our opinion -is that components should be glued together until fitting. The first view reduces component reusability and implicitly implies that the way components work together is fixed. The developer is thus not only forced to choose from the available set of components that is designed to work together, moreover he is forced to do it in the prescribed way. Discussions with industrial partners confirm that this is no real option; especially huge components are reused no matter their design.
This means that components should be combined even when there is no direct match (both on a syntactic arid semantic level). Depending on the mismatch between the components we want to compose, more or less glue-code has to be written. Component composition thus ranges Erom plugging together over wrappers and adapters to writing extensive glue-code [I] . The existing component documentation does not offer support to the developer to write this glue-code or even to distinguish a perfect match from a complete mismatch of a set of components.
It is widely believed that component based development follows all major software engineering principles regarding project management and methodology. However, in the current state of component-based technology it is rather pointless to do a thorough design of the project at hand. Indeed, once the design finished, the implementation phase starts with a search for suitable components. Once these ;ire found these components are "hacked" together, ignoring all the beautiful design principles proposed by the design team. For example, in the framework approach, the framework implementation reflects the design and individual applications are all based on this common design. This is clearly a much smoother transition from design to implementation than the component based development process.
In this paper we propose a new methodology for component-based development that cures this problzm. This is done by introducing composition patterns. These can be considered as a kind of micro-architectures for the application at hand. We also discuss how the compatibility of a set of components with such an architecture can be ' Supported by the FWO.
'This research was partly conducted with the support of the Flemish Government Project: Advanced Intemet Access (ITA [I) checked. In addition, we describe how we automatically generate glue-code between the selected components based on the wanted architecture. Finally, we present a prototype tool that implements these algorithms.
This section describes these syntax elements meaning.
Overview of the Solution
To identify components in a design document we propose to look at the roles. A role is typically "filled" by one component. The reason is that a.key property of a component is its "independent nature". A component should be independently deployable [ 2 ] . This means that its behavior should be self-contained as long as it is not composed with other components. A role has exactly the same property.
To check the compatibility between a role in the design specification and a given component we describe typical component interactions with its environment in a similar way as a design diagram describes role interactions. More specifically we propose to use a special kind of Message Sequence Charts [3] to model composition pattems (role interactions) at the design phase and to use the same diagrams to model typical component usage scenarios (i.e. typical interactions of a component with the environment). Based on this documentation we perform an automated compatibility check using finite automata theory.
Once we identified a set of components that are compatible with the design we need to generate glue-code is generated in accordance with the design.
Documentation
The compatibility check between components and a design specification is performed based on sequence chart documentation.
Syntax
The idea is to document how components should be used. We propose to use a special kind of Message Sequence Charts (MSC's). Each component is documented with a set of MSC's. Each MSC describes a scenario for one of the functionalities supported by this component. The main difference with standard MSC's lies in the kind of signals sent. We developed a compact set of primitives with a predefined meaning.
Instead of using API calls we use these primitives to model the components behavior thus avoiding the confusion that stems from the use of API calls for the signal labels. Figure 1 summarizes our scenario syntax. This syntax is mainly the MSC syntax. It contains a set of participants, a set of signal sends between these participants and a set of control blocks and structuring mechanisms. As can be seen, a scenario contains exactly one "component" participant. All other participants are "environment" participants. An "environment" participant is labeled "ENVj". A "component" participant is labeled with the component name.
Messages
Our documentation uses the standard MSC graphical symbols, but the signal sends are taken from a compact set of terms with a known meaning. Those terms are then mapped on the API of the component. This in contrast with standard MSC's messages that are expressed directly in terms of API calls. Building automatic tool support based on concrete API calls is very difficult. The "update" API call in a GUI component for example has not the same meaning as the "update" API call found in a database component. It takes a human and a lot of documentation to distinguish the two. This ambiguity not only burdens the construction of automatic tool support it also forces the developers to experiment with the component to see what happens. The primitives we propose are used to map API calls fiom very different sources. Mapping a set of API calls from one component on for example the primitive "CONNECT" indicates that these MI calls correspond with a set of other API calls on another component that are also mapped on the primitive "CONNECT". Figure 2 shows the set of primitives we use in our experiments. These primitives are classified in a simple hierarchy. This hierarchy is used during the matching process described further in this text in the sense that we allow subtypes to map on super types and vice versa.
Important note:
The set of primitives we use here is just a prove of concept. We do not claim that this is the only set of primitives or even that it is a good set of primitives. We use this set for our experiments only. However, it gives indications on how such a set should look like and how it can be constructed.
Figure 2: Set of Primitives
From our limited experience in building a set of primitives for our experiments we learned that it is very hard to come up with a general set that is usable for all kinds of domains. One should rather construct a set of primitives for a specific application domain. Therefore we state that this approach is especially useful to build "construction kits". It gives developers the opportunity to build a set of components and to document for that set how they should be used and combined. Part of this research is done for the Advanced Intemet Access (AIA) project where we try to build construction kits for Internet services. For this project we built a construction kit that allows us to build all kinds of distributed exams for the Intemet (real time, offline, multiple choice, open questions, authorized, non authorized, with or without multimedia, etc.) using this approach. The set we present in Figure 2 proved to be sufficient to document all components and compositions in this set.
This set was constructed during an iterative process of several months. We started with a basic set of primitives that simply seemed to be reasonable and adapted it based on the feedback from people documenting the exam components and compositions.
Control Blocks
We use the OPT, ALT and LOOP keywords from the MSC syntax. The OPT keyword means an optional block and the ALT keyword indicates alternatives. The LOOP keyword indicates iteration over a part of the scenario.
Component and Composition Documentation
The documentation introduced in the previous sections is used to document both components and compositions. The documentation for components is straightforward. For every component a usage scenario describes the interaction of the component with its environment. Thus ou:r component documentation contains exactly one main participant and a set of environment participants. It also contains an implementation mapping for every message used in this usage scenario. This implementation mapping consists of the real API calls that perform the primitive.
Compositions are documented in a very similar way. I.e. a composition is also documented using a scenario that uses the fixed set of primitives we introduced. A composition scenario describes the interaction between a set of roles and can thus be viewed as a kind of use case for part of an application. As a composition describes an interaction between roles, it does not contain environment participants nor implementation mappings. A composition pattem is just a high level description of the cooperation between several roles without any indication on how this cooperation will be implemented. The next section describes how components are checked on theik compatibility with a role in such a composition pattem and how glue-code can be generated based on this abstract composition documentation.
Methodology
The service development methodology we propose is illustrated in Figure 3 . The methodology uses two repositories, namely one with components and one with composition pattems. In the proposed methodology we not only document components, but we also document composition pattems explicitly. Components are documented with usage scenarios that reflect the typical u:je of the component. Section 3 explains our documentation in more detail.
Figure 3: The Component Composition Methodology
Development of a new application or component can start in two ways. Component-centered development starts with the selection of some components, followed by the selection of a compatible composition pattern. The second possibility consists of choosing a composition pattern from the pattern database and then filling in the component roles. This is called pattem-centered development. The component composer can explicitly select a component for each participant in a composition pattern. When the component composer selects a component for a role, the component is verified to be compatible with the selected role of the composition. When all the component roles of a composition are filled, the composition as a whole is checked for validity. If the component composer did not explicitly map each role on a component, an additional step is required. During this step the role-component mappings are resolved automatically. Glue-code that makes this composition work is then automatically generated. This glue-code reflects the behavior of the composition pattem and makes the interacting components cooperate as the composition pattern prescribes. After the glue-code generation is done, the development of the new component or application is finished. If a new component is generated, it can be added to the component repository.
In the next sections, the three major steps in our methodology are explained in more detail.
Select & Wire
When the component composer selects a component for a role in a composition pattern, this component is checked for compatibility with that role. Our checking algorithm is based on finite automata theory and consists of four steps. Next, both scenarios are translated to non-deterministic finite automata (NDFA). Using the standard translation algorithm, the direction of messages between participants is lost. Because we cannot ignore direction, we had to adapt the translation algorithm slightly to take direction into account. Each message or primitive in our case is augmented with a direction tag, namely "out" or "in". These direction tags are in terms of the component in the component documentation and in terms of the role where the component maps on in the composition pattern.
The third step involves the translation of these NDFA's to deterministic finite automata (DFA). Finally, the product automaton of both DFA's is calculated. The calculation of the product automaton is a well-known process. The interested reader can find efficient implementations in [4, 18] . If this product automaton is non-cmpty the MSC's have common behaviour. So, the component is compatible with the selected role of the composition pattern. Figure 4 illustrates the working of the local checking algorithm. The usage scenario of component C1 is shown on the left. The component is mapped on the second role of the composition pattern. The next step shows the DFA's calculated from both MSC's. The DFA of the composition pattern is restricted to the projection of the composition with the second role. Notice that each label of a transition is augmented with a direction tag. The product automaton of both DFA's is not cmpty, so this component can work as the selected role of the composition prescribes.
Global Check
The next step in the composition process consists of validating the complete composition. This additional check is needed because it is possible that all components match with their intended role, but fail in cooperating with each other. Figure 5 depicts a theoretical situation where all the local checks for the three components at the left hand side succeed but where there is clearly no trace in the three components together that matches with the required trace of the composition. The two first component scenarios select the first alternative and the third component scenario selects the second alternative. It is obvious that this composition is invalid. 
Figure 5: Why a global check is needed
This example clarifies why a global check is needed. In a local check, parts of the composition pattern are "selected' by (or unified with) the component. It is possible for different components to "select" different traces trough the composition pattern that are not necessarily compatible.
During the global check we combine the behaviour of all selected components first and take the intersection with the pattern afterwards. This requires the following steps:
1. Convert the usage scenario of the components to deterministic finite automata (DFA).
Calculate the shuffle automata of these automata 2.
3. Post-process the shuffle automata
Add component mapping information

. Calculate the product automata with the
composition pattem
Check for a start-stop path in the intersection These steps are now hrther explained.
First we convert the usage scenario of the components to deterministic finite automata. This conversion is done exactly as it was done for the local check. The only difference is that we no longer only add relative direction to the transitions but also absolute direction. I.e. we no longer write "A out" but "A out (C1, El)". This information is needed in the following steps.
Next we calculate the shuffle automata of these: automata to obtain all possible interactions between the components we want to combine. Calculating the shuffle automata itself is a well known process. See [5] for details. The resulting automaton contains many traces that are "invalid' without even considering cooperation between components or compatibility with the composition pattem. It is clear that in the combined behaviour of a set of components, any interaction between two component: complies to the template as shown in Figure 6 . The reason is that the shuffle automaton doubles every message in the overall sequence diagram by splitting every message in an "Out" and an "In" part. Therefore we contract these "Out/In" couples in the shuffle automata to one transition and prune all other traces. During this step we also combine the component mappings. For example a transition labelled "A out (C1,El)" followed by a transition labelled "A In (El ,C2)" becomes one transition "A (C1 ,C;!) ". This step is needed to calculate the intersection with the composition automaton. As long as every message is split up in two parts we would obtain an empty intersection.
The composition automaton now contains transitions of the form "A (Rolel, RoleZ)", while the post-processed shuffle automaton contains transitions of the form ".4
(Component 1, Component2)". To calculate the intersection automaton between the composition automaton and the shuffle automaton we need to map roles on components in the composition pattern. The application builder normal1.y provides this mapping by dragging the right component cln the role it has to play in the composition pattem. We also developed an algorithm that searches for all possible mappings of roles on components that render a working application.
Finally, we calculate the intersection. If there exists a start-stop path in the resulting automaton we know that the selected set of components are able to provide the behaviour as specified by the composition pattern.
Glue-code generation
As a final step in the composition process, glue-code is generated. This glue-code reflects the behavior of the composition pattern and makes the interacting componerits cooperate as the composition pattern prescribes. The gluecode generation happens automatically except for the more involved parameter mappings.
To simulate the composition, we use the automaton generated from the previous global checking process, because that automaton represents the behavior of the composition as a whole. The components do not interact directly because obviously there are some incompatibilities (otherwise there is no need for glue-code). Instead, a number of adapters are generated for each component. These adapters represent the environment the component expects. They just forward all incoming messages to the state machine. Depending on the next state of the state machine, one or more outgoing messages are then sent to other components.
Discussion
This section discusses two issues conceming the algorithms above. A first issues concems the performance of the global check and a second one explains how automatic role component mappings can be deduced from the automata.
Asymmetric Cross Product
Notice that all the steps in the composition process except for the glue-code generation require calculations that are exponential. Especially the calculation of the shuffle automaton is very expensive (shuffling 10 component automaton with 10 states each results in an automaton with 10" states). Now make the following two observations. Observation 1 : Recall that in the global checking process we need to prune the generated automaton so that only out/in couples remain. Thus the generated automaton is much bigger than needed.
Observation 2: As the global checking process ends with the calculation of the intersection between this pruned shuffle automaton and the composition automaton, it is clear that the result needs to be a restricted version of the composition automaton.
These observations have inspired the construction of a new algorithm. The idea is to skip the calculation of the shuffle automaton and restrict the composition automaton incrementally with the component automaton by calculating a special kind of intersection. It is clear that calculating the intersection of the composition automaton with the automaton of one of the participating components removes all behavior that is not relevant for this particular component. If we then calculate the cross product of a second component with the result we end up with an empty automaton.
Therefore we propose to calculate the product automaton for all related transitions o n h (i.e. all transitions that stand for messages that are send from or to the role mapped on the component we are intersecting with). All other transitions are ignored and left were they are. Theoretically, both algorithms are exponentially and the performance of both algorithms is equal for the worst-case scenario. However, the new algorithm never performs worse than the shuffle algorithm and in practice the incremental algorithm performs far better.
Another advantage of this algorithm is its incremental nature. This algorithm renders an automaton for partially filled composition patterns. This makes it very well suited for "component generation". I.e. it is possible to take a composition pattem, fill it in partially and use the unfilled part as new environments for a super component. Details about this process are left out of the paper due to space constraints.
Automatic Role-Component Mapping
All the algorithms in this paper are based on the assumption that the developer provides a role-component mapping for each of the roles in the composition pattem. This is not always easy to do for the developer. We developed an algorithm that calculates all mappings for a set of components and a composition pattem that render a solution (i.e. the components tit in the role and provide the behavior as specified by the composition pattem).
This algorithm is based on the algorithm that calculates the shuffle automaton of the components first and calculates the intersection afterwards (thus not the incremental algorithm). The only point where a rolecomponent mapping is necessary in this algorithm is to substitute role names with components in the composition automaton before the calculation of the product automaton.
The straightforward algorithm to find these mappings is to calculate the intersection for all permutations of rolecomponent mappings and keep all these permutations that render a non-empty product automaton. This algorithm is clearly too expensive. We developed an algorithm based on dynamic programming to circumvent this performance problem. Due to space constraints we cannot further discuss this in detail.
Prototype tool
We implemented a prototype tool to do component composition according to our methodology. Our tool is entirely written in JAVA and consists of two programs, namely PacoDoc and Pacowire. Figure 8 shows screenshots of both tools. PacoDoc is a graphical editor that allows drawing the documentation of both components and composition pattem in a user-friendly manner. The MSC's are stored in XML.
Figure 8: Screenshots of the prototype tools
The PacoWire tool is our actual composition tool. It uses a pallet of both components and composition pattems. This tool allows dragging a component on a role of a composition pattem. The drag is refused when the component does not match with the selected role. It is possible to drag a component on more than one role, so that the same component can be shared among different composition pattems. When all the component roles are filled, the composition is checked as a whole and glue-code can be generated. The tool has an option dialog to select the shuffle or the incremental algorithm and to choose between automatic and manual role-component mappings.
Relation with other work
In this article we propose to augment the component interface description with protocols, to document component Composition pattems with the same kind of documentation and to use state machine theory to perform protocol compatibility checks and glue-code generation. to be bound to multiple interfaces (in several components) as our system does.
Other interesting work regarding protocols can be found in protocol conversion literature [ 12, 13, 14] . In this work, protocols are used to specify interfaces and an algorithm is described that synthesizes a converter given the protoco1.s and the specification. The goal of this work is to generate converters from one protocol to another rather than checking compatibility.
Closely related work can be found in Allen and Garlan's work [ 151 as well as in the work on contracts by Helm et al. [16]. In both models, components may have one or more interfaces, each with its own formal specification based on finite state protocols. Their connectors are first-class reusable components in their own right and can support n-party interactions. However, they support the local checking process only. They provide no mechanism to check whether a set of components can be used to implement the wanted connector (the global checking process). Their work has an interesting advantage abo\t ours in their "mismatch" report. Using theorem provers allows one to generate a trace with an explanation whei-e the match went wrong. We are currently trying to reverse engineer the resulting product automaton on the original composition pattem to provide similar feedback.
Reussner also uses finite automata theory in his "Coconut" project [ 171 to perform component matching. His work is very similar to ours as far as the local check is involved. At the moment he does not perform a global check. He uses the incremental algorithm to generate adapters for mismatching components.
Finally, we use parts of the adaptive programming library [I81 for efficient implementations of the crclss product. This library allows us to calculate the cross product of two non-deterministic automata directly without the need for a (expensive) conversion to deterministic automata first.
Conclusions
In the previous we introduce documentation and algorithms that allow us to check a set of components against a specified mini architecture. Building a component-based application can now be done starting from these composition pattems instead of the components. In practice this will be an iterative process where composition pattems are selected based on available components and components are selected based on the specification given by the composition pattern. This process fits in the tradition of Software Development life cycles such as the waterfall model, the iterative model and the spiral model. Composition pattems can be viewed as a kind of use-case for the application. As use cases are developed very early in the software life cycle they provide an excellent link between the different phases.
The whole process is supported by automatic tool support to suggest compatible components for a given composition pattem or compatible composition pattems for a given set of components.
